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ABSTRACT

easy to determine. They lead the approach to be
difficult to

implement

rather
[VIEI 851. Second, interpreted

methods perform the inference basically one tuple at a time

The authors introduce a new method to compile queries
referencing recursively defined predicates. This method is

and do not take advantage of the efficient set manipulation

based on an interpretation of the query and the relations as

primitives

functions which map one column of a relation to another

methods do not pm.-compile the queries, they generate call

column. It is shown that a large class of queries with associated

loops to the DBMS which are rather inefficient.

recursive rules, including mutually recursive rules, can be

interpreted methods

However,
are able to take advantage of the

computed as the limit of a series of functions. Typical cases of

constants

in the query

series of functions are given and solved. The solutions lend

propagate to the base predicates . Thus, they efficiently

themselves towards either extended relational algebra or SQL

perform selections at first in favorable cases, although they

optimized programs to compute the recursive query answers.

inefficiently

Examples of applications am given.

implementations.

offered by relational

specified

when these constants

work one tuple at a time in straightforward

(ii) CompilatiorL
1.

DBMSs. Also, as these

This approach is mainly derived from

forward chaining and works in a bottom-up manner. The basic

INTRODUCTION

idea is to compile the query and rules in a relational algebra
program (including

Assuming the reader to be familiar with deductive databases

loops) which can be executed by the

[GALL 841, we address the problem of evaluating queries

DBMS. A general and efficient compilation algorithm must

referencing recursively defined relations in a deductive database

generate programs which present two interesting features

context. Several solutions have been proposed, among them

[BANC 85a] :

[CHAN 81, MARQ 83, HENS 84, ROHM 85, LOZI 85,

(a) No redundancy, that is tuples must not be produced twice

ULLM 85, BANC 85~1.

using the same rules. The method described in [BANC 85b] is
an example of such an improvement.
(b) No generation of useless tuples, that is the constants which

Solutions have been classified in two types [GALL 811:
(i) InterDretation.

This strategy is mainly derived from

backward chaining

and works in a

suffers from two principal

are given in the query must be used as soon as possible to
eliminate tuples which are useless at the next steps of the

top-down manner. It

derivation process. The method described in [CHAN 811 is an

drawbacks. First, the halting

example of an efficient compilation method, but it only applies

and completness conditions of the deductive process are not

to regular rules. A uniform formalism called rule/goal graphs
has been proposed to describe such methods [ULLM 851.
Recently, the elegant notion of magic set has been introduced to
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avoid generation of useless facts [BANC 85~1.
In this paper, we first propose a formalism which consists in
interpreting relations and queries as functions. The intuitive
idea is that a relation instance defines functions, each function
being the mapping from one set of values in One Column to the

correspondmgset of values m another column Then, we use
this functional formalism to translate quenes and rules mto
recurrent senes of functions The resolution of the series
appears then as a classical problem of mathematics The
method 1sgeneral and applies for a large set of rules mcludmg
non linear and mutual recursive rules When the resolution of a
sene 1sfeasible, the solution may be translated mto either an
optmuzed SQL program or m a program of relational algebra
operatorsextended with flxpomt operators,such as translhve
closure or extendedtransitive closure We descnbem detrulsa
SQL program generation method for linear rules Moreover,
we introduce a new relational operatorcalled external closure
which pernuts to solve any acychc lmear rule, a kmd of rules
wluch areprecisely defined below

(n) A second set of rules gives mmal values to the recursive
predicatesRl, R2 R, as follows
R1 <---g$ (Sl,S2,

9 SP)

R1 <--- &(SW

, SP)

R2 <--- g21(S1,S2,

SP)

R2 <--- g2s2(S1,S2,
R, <--- gnl(S1,S2,
R, <--- g”,,(S 1,S2,

SP)
SP)
SP)

(m) Finally, the third set allows the system to compute
The paper is organized as follows Fust, we mtrcduce some
background on recursive Horn clause evaluation This
background IS useful1 m ad&tton to [GALL 841 and llrmted
notions of graph theory for a good understandmg of our
method Readmgthis background section may be ormtted for
the understandmgof the method It 1sonly useful1for the proof
of certamtheorems Then, we introduce the funcUonal view of
relations and quenes which 1s the basis of the method In
section four, we present the algonthm to translate recursive
rules and the associated quenes into recurrent senes of
functions Next, we present typlcal cases of functlonal
equahonscorrespondmgto linear rules which areeasyto solve
and to translate mto SQL programs or m extended relational
algebraprogramsusmg the external closure operatorwhich 1s
defined Finally, we introduce possible extensions of the
method
2. BACKGROUND
CLAUSE

ON

RECURSIVE

recursively eachq , wltb possibly mutual recursions
R1 <--- hl (R1R2, ,Rn, Sl, S2,

Sp)

R2 <--- h2 (R1R2, ,Rn, Sl, S2,

Sp)

R, <--- hn ( RlR2,

Sp)

,Rn, Sl,S2,

In all the above rules, fi, gl and hl are relational algebra
expressions of the given argument relations (some may be
absent) For slmphclty, we assumethat all argumentsof our
predicatesarevanables , thus, fi, gl and hi arerelahonal algebra
expressionscomposedwith Joins and proJecUonsEvery logic
program can be cast mto the given form by representing the
constantsas facts
It 1sknown [CHAN 823that the recursiverelations which are
derived from the given set of Horn clauses are the least
fixpoints of the followmg systemof equations

HORN

R1 = Gl(SlJ2,

,Sp) u H1(R1, R,,Sl,

,Sp)

R, = Gn(Sl,S2, ,Sp) u Hn(R1, R,,Sl,

,Sp)

THEORY

2.1 Logic program .
A logic program consists of a set of Horn clauses A set of
Horn clauses can be used to derive a vtiual relation from a
relational database Such programsare composedof three sets
of rules
(1) A first set of rules allows the system to derive non
Sp from the base
recursive relations SO, Sl
Bn , certain of the S1 may be
relations BO, Bl
base relations B1 , m this case the rule 1 1s absent
from tlus first set whose generalform 1sasfollows
S1 <--- fl (BO,Bl,
Bn)
S2 <--- f’2 (BO, Bl,

Bn)

Sp <--- fp (BO, Bl,

Bn)

where Gl, Hi are composedwith Jams,proJectionsand unions
of relations chosen among RI, R,, Sl, S2,

Sp

2 2 Least fixpomt operators
Let us consider a relation R defined recursively by an
equationof the form
R=F(R)
(1)
where F (R) 1sa relational expressionwith operandR, perhaps
among other operandsSl, S2 Sp F 1sa function over the
relations having the sameschemaas R Such relations form a
completelattice usmg the set mcluslon Thus, d F 1smcreasmg
(1e Rl >= R2 lmplles F (Rl) >= F (R2)), the Tarslu theorem
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(ii) Let x = {xl, x2, . . . xp} be a subset

[TARS 551 applies and we know that equation (1) has a set of
solutions which is a complete lattice. Moreover, as all argument

R:i+j

relations are finite, it has been demonstrated [AI-IO 791 (the
demonstration

sequence

convergent

F(0),

F(F(O),),

. . . F”(0)

(x) is the subset y = {yl, y2, . . . yq} of dom(Aj)

obtained by restricting R to those tuples having

is simply done by induction on i using the

x2 or . . . xn
ofAjasa

finitude hypothesis) that (0 denotes the relation with no tuple):
(i) The

of dom(Ai);

is

set:
Y={~Aj(OAi=xlor...orAi=xn

towards a term denoted lim Fn (0).

xl or

for value of Ai, keeping only the values

@))I*

Intuitively, R:i + j is the function which leads from a set of

(ii) Lint Fn (0) is the least fixpoint of equation (1).

values of attributes Ai to the corresponding set of values of

It is important to point out that every relational expression

attributes Aj following the relation R.

composed

with union, join

Let us give examples of relational functions derived from the

and projection is increasing

[AHO 791. Thus, the previous result directly applies to a

relation instance PARBNT portrayed Figure 1.

recursive relation defined by a logic program.

PARBNT

This result leads to a very simple way to compute a recursive

PARBNT CHILDRBN BIRTH-DATE
lulu

tot0

1970

relation R as the least fixpoint of equation (1). This can be done

tintin

lulu

1945

using the naive program PANC 85a] :

lili

tot0

1970

titine

lulu

1945

R:=F(0);
while R changes do R := F (R);

Figure 1. : An instance

An elegant optimization of this procedure using a differential

of the PARENT relation

approach can be found in [BANC 85b]. Nevertheless, such a
procedure may be inefficient to solve queries because useless

For example the previous relation defines the following

tuples may be generated. The difftcult problem is to perform

functions:

the possible selections derived from the query before applying

(i) PARENT: 1 +2(x) which determines the children of given

the fiipomt computation algorithm. In the sequel, we propose a
general solution to this problem.

parents; for instance, we get:
PARBNTz1+2({0})

3.

RELATIONS

3.1. Functions
LetR(Al,A2,...

AND QUERIES
defined

AS FUNCTIONS

by a relation

={0};

PARBNT:1+2({lulu})

= {toto};

PARBNTzl+2({lulu,tintin})

:

An) be a relation of attributes Al, A2 . . .

= {toto,lulu};

PARENT: 1+2({lulu,tintin,totoche})

= {toto,lulu};

An. Let i and j be two subsets of {1,2, . . . n}. We shall use
PARBNTzl+2({totoche})

the notation Ai (resp. Aj) to denote the set of attributes indexed

= (0);

by the elements of i (resp. j). For example, with i = {2,4}, Ai

(ii) PARENT:2 +1(x) with determines the parents of given

will designate A2, A4. In most cases, i and j will be subsets of

children; for example, we get:

one indice ; therefore, i (resp. j) may be seen as the rank of
attribute Ai (resp. Aj) in the relation R. We denote dom (i)

PARENT:2 +1({0})

(resp dam(i)) the domain of Ai (resp. Aj), that is in general the

PARENT:2 +l({toto})

={0};
= {lulu,lili};

cartesian product of the domains of the composing attributes. A
PARENT:2 +l({totoJulu})

= {lulu,tintin,lili,titine};

given instance of R determines a function R :i+ j defined as
PARENT:2 41 ({ toto,totoche}) = {lulu,lili};

follows .

(iii) PARBNT:1+2,3(x)
Definition 1 :Relational function

with determines the children with

birthdate for given parents; for example, we obtain:
PARBNT:1-+2,3({lulu))

A relational function R:i+ j is a function such that :
(i) The definition domain is the power set of dom (Ai), and

= {tom-1970);

PARENT: 1+2,3({lulu,tintin})

the image domain is a subset of the power set of dom(Aj).
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= (toto-197O,lulu-194%

3.2. Sum and composition

of relational

We shall use the following

classical

Let us give some examples of simple selections expressed as

functions:

operations

relational function’s evaluation using the parent relation

over

(9 give toto’s parents :

functions and function results:
(i) The union of two sets resulting from a function evaluation

PARENT : 2+l({toto}).

is denoted + ; We obviously have f(x+y) = f(x) + f(y).

6) give toto’s parent or lulu’s parents :

(ii) The sum of two functions having same domain is defined

PARENT : 2+l({toto,lulu}).

by:

(iii) when does lulu become toto’s parent ?

(f+g)(x) = f(x) + g(x).
(iii) The composition off and g is possible if the image domain

PARENT :l, 2+3({lulu-toto}).

of g is included in the definition domain off ; it is defined by:

(iv) give the parents who had children since 1983:

(f o g)(x) = f(g(x)).
PARENT : 3+1({BIRTH-DATE
3.3 Selections

as evaluation

of functions
3.4 Semi-join

In this section, we consider possible queries on a relation
using the comparators

>=1983}).

as composition

of functions

It is important to point out that the composition of two

= , c , > , =c , >= , and the logical

operators “or” and “and”. We shortly show that such queries

functions f and g derived from two relations R and S may be

can be expressed simply as a function evaluation.

defined using a relation which is the join of R and S. More
precisely, we can demonstrate the following lemma which
shows that a function composition is really equivalent to a

Lemma 1:

semi-join mERN79].

Any selection request over a relation R can be represented
I as a sum of relational evaluations.
Proof:

Lemma 2 :
Any sequences

A selection of a relation R can be expressed using relational

of the following

relational

algebra

operations :
algebra as

The result being a Set Of Aj values, the

nAj(OQ(R)).

(i) selection of a relation R on attribute(s) Ai,

image domain of the functions with may be included in the

(ii) natural join of the result with relation S,

sum is 2dom(Aj). Any disjunctive restriction on attribute(s) Ai

(iii) projection of the result on attribute(s) Bq of S,

of a relation R(Al,A2,..An)

can be represented as a composition of two relational

followed by a projection on

attribute(s) Aj can be expressed as a function’s evaluation as

functions derived from R and S.

follows:
nAj(OAi=cl

Proof :
or...orAi=ck(R))

=R:

Let R(Al,..., An) and S(Bl,..., Bm) be two relations.

i+j(~L.,W

Any conjonctive restriction on attributes Ail,Ai2,...,Aik (with

Let : E=nBq(OAi=x(R)

Aip different from Aiq for all p,q, otherwise the result is

Aj=Bp

empty and the empty fonction may be used) followed by a

Then, using the definition of the relational functions, we can

projection on attribute(s) Aj, can be expressed as a function’s
evaluation as follows

demonstrate obviously :

:

E=S:p+qoR:i+j(x).
nAj(OAil=cland...Aik=ck(R))

goti S)

=

+

R:il,...,ik~j({cl,...,ck})

More generally,it is always possible to put the qualification Q

The following corollary of this lemma will be used in the

in disjunctive normal form. Each conjunction may then be

sequel:
replaced by a relational function’s evaluation. When the 9

Lemma 3:

comparator is not the equality, the cj corresponding set is

The composition of two relational functions f o g can be
expressed as a unique relational function using the join of

defined by {Aj 8 cj}. The total query is then equivalent to the

two relations defining the relational functions f and g.
Proof :

sum of all the relational function evaluations derived from each
conjunction. l

LetE=S:p+qoR:i+j(x)andletT=R’join’S
Aj=Bp
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Let us now introduce the notion of acyclic rule We call
con&hon connection zr& the connectiongraph correspondmg
to the condlhon of a rule, that 1sthe rule connection graph
wlthout the dlstmgmshedarcs

We can show by usmg the defimuon of the relatlonal functions
that
E=T l+q(x) +
4 EVALUATION

OF RECURSIVE QUERIES
Definition 3
An acyclic rule 1s a rule with an acyclic condltlon
connection graph

4.1 Recurswe queries
A recurswe query 1sa query on a recursively defined relation
R Usmg section 3, It appearsthat the evaluation of a recursive
query expressedm SQL asfollows
SELECT AJ FROM R WHERE141= c
consistsin evaluatmgthe function

Examples
The classical rules defining the recursive predicates
Ancestors, Same-generation-cousms, Family-friends are
acyclic The followmg rule is cychc
Qky) <--- Bl(x,xl)~Q(xl,y)&B2(x,x2)~Q(x2,y)~B30,~)

R l-‘J(c)
More generally, the evaluationof

To translate a recursive rule into recurrent functional
equations, we use a connection graph It allows us to denve
the setof all functional equationswhich areequivalent to a rule
Such a graph 1sdefined asfollows

SELECT AJ 1, ,AJk FROM R WHERE A1 8 c consistsm the
evaluationof the funcuon
,Jk({Al 8 c})
Thus, recursive query evaluation leads to relatlonal function’s
evaluations For sunplicity, we shall restnct ourself to the case
where AJ and A1 are umqueattnbutes
R l+Jl,

Definition 2. rule connection graph
A connection graph of a rule 1sa labelled graph such
as
:I) A node correspondsto each vanable appearmg m
the rule
$1) For any parr of vanables x and y appearmgm the same
predicateQ, there exists an arc x <--->y labelled by the

4 2 Recurwe relations as functions’ series
Let R be a recursively defined relation As statedR 1sthe
least flxpomt of an equation R = F(R), where F 1sa relahonal
algebra expression Using the notations RO=IZI,Rl=F(O), ,

correspondmgrelational functions Q I+J and Q J+I
(m) The labels are onented accordmg to the traversmg
dzechon
(iv) The arcs corresponding to the left occurrence of
the p&cat are special ones, portrayedby darkeredges

Rn = F”(0) ,the solution of the equation 1sR = hm Rn with
Rn= F(Rn-1) In the sequel, we give sufflclent condmons for
any function Rn

l-?)

to be expressedas an expression of the

function Rn-1 l+~, possibly combined with other known
functions, where the expression1scomposedwith the ad&hon
(+) and the composition (0)

To simplify labels, if

J

> 1 we shall note Q

I+J

by q and

Q J-H by q’ As we generally use binary predicates,this shall
not lead to confusion

4.3 Connection graph of a rule
Y

Figure 2 gives an example of a connection graph for the
followmg rule A(x,z) <--- A(x,y) & A(y,z)
z

X

Figure 2 . example of a connectlon graph
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1) Denve the equationPn(x) ZI E(x) by covermgthe Euler path
from x to y where E 1s the composition of the functions
labellmg the Euler path from x to y, the recursive pticates
being mdtcedby n- 1
2) Denve the equation P’,(x) 1 E’(x) by covermg the Euler
path from y to x, E’ being the composition of the functions
labelhng the Euler path from y to x
3) For each functions Pn (resp P’,,), collect the &fferent
e
q’
Flgure 3 : cychc connectlon graph

equations and set Pn = Z E(x) (resp P’n = I; E’(x))
4) Add the mmahzatronequations PO= Id (respP’O=@)+

4 4 Translation of a recurswe rule mto a system of
recurrent functional equations
In this section, we present a theorem wch gives sufficent
conditions to deduce from the connection graph a system of
functional equations We restnct ourself to the caseof binary
prc&cateswith two vanables Therefore, the connechongraph
has a umque &stmguished edge wrth two extremmes It 1s
always possible to translate non binary prdcates mto bmary
ones
Theorem :
A setof acychcrules 1sequivalent to a systemof functional
equations if, for each rule, there exists an Euler path m
the condition connection graph between the two
extrenuties of the &stmgmshedarc
Proof
The proof consists m glvmg an algonthm to denve the
functional equations from the connectron graph For each
function pn(x) correspondmg to a recursive pre&cate P, an
equation p,(x) = E(x) 1sput down The contrrbution of a rule
mvolvmg P m E is obtamedby followmg the Euler path (that 1s
a path which does not cross twice the same node) m the
duection given by the evaluated function More precisely, the
algorithm generating the equations IS given below The
equivalencemeansthat evaluatmgthe recurrentfunction hnuts
for their defimhon domains gives the recursive prehcate’s
mstances This 1sdue to the backgroundrecalled above and to
the defimhon of the functional form of a relation +

Lemma 4:
A query answer 1s given by resolving the system of
equations generated by the above algonthm , 1e the
query P(x?,{a}) (resp P({a},y?) IS answered by
computmg p({a}) = hm pn({ a}) (resp p’({a}) = hm
p;l({a})) with the systemof equations
Proof
The hnut may be computedrecursively as
pg({al) = WI
~1 ({a}) = {E @O)(a))
Pn ({al) = {Wpn-l){all
The existenceof the lout 1sgven by the Tar&s theorem We
point out that the apphcation of the function to the set {a}
corresponds to focus on the restnction which can be any
restnctm predzate *
The evaluation method proposed m the above proof wluch
performs restnction as soon as possible is very general m the
sensethat
1) The set {a} can be defined extensionally or
intentionally For mstance
{a} = {Toto}, {a} = {Toto, Paul, Tmtm}
{a} = {y I 10 c y = < 25)
me acceptablesets
2) We can generally expresspn(x) using only pk(x) (with

Algonthmt
tbe sym
For eachrule associatedto a pre&cateP(x,y)

kc n) and thus we ehmmatemutual recursmns

4 5. Examples of applications:
(I) Ancestors
Let us consider the very classical rules where P represents
the base relation PARENT and A the derived relation
ANCESTOR
A(x,Y) <--- P(x,Y)
Ah9 <--- A(x,z) & P(z,Y)
The query SELECT PARENT FROM
ANCESTOR WHERE CHILDREN = “toto”
correspondsto A(toto,y?), 1e to evaluatethe function

HUMAN(x) c--- PARENT(x,y)
HUMAN(y) <--- PARENT(x,y)
The purposeof the example 1sto computethe recursive
predicatecousmof the samegeneration(SG) [BANC SSc]
defined as follows from the HUMAN @I) and PARENT
(P) predicates ( the example 1snon stable because we
fhp xl, and yp m the nght occurenceof SG)
SG(x,y) <--- H(x)

(1)
WX,Y) <--- P(xtxp) & SGOlp,xp) & P(Y,YP) (2)
The consideredquery consiststo find the samegeneration’s
cousmsof “Agamemnon”, that 1s SG(Agamemnon,?y)
This leadsus to evaluatethe function

a = A l+ Z(x), with x = {toto}
We note P 1 + 2(x) = p(x), P 2+ l(x) = p’(x)

SG 1+2(x) for x = {Agamemnon)
The connectiongraph 1s

A2+ l(x)=a’(x)
Using the connection graph and the above algonthm, we
get the system
q$x) = 0

qJ0 = p 0 an-l(X) + p(x)

a’o(x) = 0

a’,(X) = a;l-l(X) 0 P’(X) + P’(x)

Keepmg the pertinent equations for solving the query, It
yields

I\

ag(x) = 0

2 /’
4sg’

Q(X) = P o an-l(x) + P(X)
that we must evaluatefor x = {toto}
(II) Fanuly-fnends
Let us consider the base relations PARENT (P) and
FRIEND (F) and a denved relation FAMILY-FRIEND
(FF) wlch representsthe fnends of the ancestorsdefined as
follows
WX,Y) <--- F(x,Y)
FF(x,z) <--- P(x,y) 6%FF (y,z)
The query FF (toto,y?) corresponds to evaluate the
function

Figure 4 * Connection graph for
the same generation cousins
The equationsare (ih bemgthe identity for Human)
(1) %0(X) = 0

sg’o = 0

(2) s&(x) = p’(sg’n-1(p(x))) + lb(x)
(3) sg’n(x) = P’(s&- 1(P(x))) + lb(x)
We have to evaluatesg,(x) Elunmatmg sg’,- 1 m equation (2)

IT l+ 2(x) = ff(x)

With

x = {toto}

using equation (3), we get

We note f(x) = F 1 + 2(x) and p(x) = P 1 + 2(x)
The pertmentequationsare

Sgo(x)= 0
S&(X) = P’(P’(Sgn-2(P(P(x)))))+ P’(P(X))+ lb(x)

ff($x) = 0

The answerto the query 1sobtamedby the subshtution
x /Agamemnon

ffnCx) = ftx) + ffn- 1(P(x))
to evaluate.for x = {toto}
(m) Cousmsof the samegeneration (non-stablecase)
Let us assumethe baserelation PARENT (CHILDREN ,
PARENT) and a denved relanon HUMAN (NAME) which
can be derived from the PARENT relation by the followmg
non recursive axioms

5

SOLVING LINEAR RULES

5 1 Linear systems .
In this section we addressthe problem of the resolution of
the senesof functions and moreprecisely the part~ular caseof
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Procedure EVALUATE
l,n integer,
w
n =0,
R = s(x),

linear systems Linear systemsare denved from lmear rules,
that 1srules m wlch the left predicate 1sused only once m the
nght part of the rule
Definhon 4 Lmear systems
A lmear system1sa setof rules which leads for a recurwe
query to a functions’ senesof the form

PROC =0,
DT = t(x),

ro (x) = 0

mDT#IZIdp
n =n+l,
DR = s@T) ,
fari = l&n&
DR = q(W , al
R =R+DR,
PROC = PROC + DT ,
NDT = t(DT) ,
DT =NDT-PROC,
Qd,

rn (4 = S(X)+ q (rn- 1(t(X)))
where s, q, t are functions denved from non recursive
prehcates
We call regular systems a subclassof the linear one where t 1s
the identity function They correspond to rules processedm
[CHAN81] Linear systemsare more general The examples
presented above are all lmear All the sets of acyclic rules
where the recursive predicate appears only once m the
condlhon part of the rule leads to linear systems Let us pomt
out that systemswhere the second equation 1s of the form

cad
The vntual relahon R contamsthe result after the procedure’s
execution, x 1sthe restnction cntena, Let us pomt out once
more that x can be any set of values defined m mtenhon or
extension This procedure applies to cyclic relations because
the PROC set vanable memorizes the processedtuples The
abovepresentedexamplescorrespondto acychc databases,that
1s T 1s an acyclic relation In this case, we don’t have to
memonzethe processedtuples as we never get them agam (le
PROC 1suseless) The previous result can be apphed to the
fannly’s fnends example The senesobtamedwas a hnear one
as defined above where m 1scalled ffn , s 1sdenotedf , q 1s
the ldenty and t 1s denoted p wlch 1s an acychc function
Therefore,the procedureto computeff(x) 1s
Procedure evaluate (FF,x) ,
i,n integer,

r&)= S(X)+ q(rn-k(fW))
where k 1sany positive mtegerareequivalent to hnear systems
This 1sbecausewe are only lookmg at hm m(x) Thus, we
mclude such systemsm the lmear ones
The lmear systemscan be simply solved as follows, using
the notation qn to representq o q o q (n tunes)
q(x) = SW
r2(x) = s(x) + qMWN
q(x) = s(x) + q(s(WN + s2(s(t2W)
Let us assumethe mduction hypothesis
rn- 1 (Xl = S(X) + q(S(t(X))) + q2(S(t2 (X)))

+

+qn-%(tn-2(x)))
With the functions addltlvlty and the mduction hypothesis, we
can assertfor all n
m(X) = S(X) + q(S(W))

+ q2(S(t2(X)))

+

(R,x),

w3.l
n =0,
FF = f(x) ,

+

DP = p(x) ,

qn-l(s(tn-l(x)))

uDPz0&
n =n+l,
DFF = F(DP) ,
ml
=lTOndQDFP

5.2. Resolution by lteratwe programs
The lmut of the polynom defined abovecan be computedby
the followmg program

FF =FF+DFF,
DP = p@P) ,
QL
Jzl.KL
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=DFF&,

As q 1s the IdentIty function the loop to build q (DFF) IS
obviously useless Therefore, we get the slmphfled procedure
to remeve the fanuly’s fnends of x
Procedure evaluate (FF,x) ,

1sneededto compute the answersof linear systems We could
also dutmgmsh left external closure where a relation S 1s
composedat left by Q, and nght external closure where it 1s
composedat nght by T

hw
FF = f(x) ,
DP = p(x) ,

6

EXTENDING

THE METHOD

Our approachcan be extendedm severalways
(1) First, the Euler condmon on the connection graph 1stoo
strong It IS sufflclent to the path betweenthe root and the
target being a tree , that 1salways the casewith acyclic
rules The pendmgedgesof the tree may be reducedby the
composltion of the labelhng functions

&&DP#t&
DFF = f(DP) ,
FF =FF+DFF,
DP = p@P) ,

We can move back to relational algebrausmg SQL notations
Thus, we get the followmg procedureto evaluate the famdy’s
friends of x (where x may be toto or any set of people)
Procedure evaluate (FF,x) ;
l3lxm
FF = SELECT PERSON2 FROM FRIEND
WHERE PERSON1= x ,
DP = SELECT PARENT FROM PARENT
WHERE CHILDREN = x ,

Figure 6 . Example of an acceptable connectlon
graph

&&DP#O
do
DFF = SELECT PERSON2FROM FRIEND
WHERE PERSON1IN DP ,
FF =FFUNIONDFF,
DP = SELECT PARENT FROM PARENT
WHERE CHILDREN IN DP ,

(11)It 1s possible to deal with cyclic rules by using a
relaxatlon/certlflcatlon method It consists ,m a first
relaxation step, to ehmmate some arcs of the connection
graph m order to make It acyclic The generated
system is then computed and gives more solutions
than needed, because of the suppression of a
constramt The exact solution 1s obtamed by a
second cemflcation step which consists m executmg
the rules, startmg with the precedent solution set m a
forward way

ah.
X&l9
5 3 Resolution by a specific operator
A most optimal solution to compute lmear systems 1s to
Implement a speclflc operator that we call external closure
operator

To conclude this section and show the generahty of the
method, let us give an example with two mutually reeurslve
predicates
Let us considerthe followmg set of rules
Rl(x,y) <--- B4(x,y)
R2(x,z) <--- Bl(x,y) & Rl(y,z)
R2(x,y) <--- B2(x,y)
Rl(z,x) <--- R2(x,y) & B3(z,y)
The systemof equationseqmvalentto theserules 1s

Defimtion 5 External closure
The external closureoperator1sgiven by the formula
Q, (Q,S,T,x) = u Q’S T’(x)
I
External closure1san operatorwhich closesa relahon T (after a
possible resbxtion) at level n, then Jams the result with a
relation S, then performs n Jams with a relation Q, finally
projects on S schema and collects the results for every n
mcludmg the rmtial relation S Such an operator1sexactly what

r&(x) = b4(x) + r2’n-l(b3(x))
r1’J.x) = b4’(x) + b3’(r2,-1(x))
r2,(x) = bW + rln-l((blW)
r2’,(x) = b2’(x) + bl(rl’,-l(x))
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BERNSTEIN P A, CHIU D W “Usmg
[BERN 791
semi-Joins to solve relational quenes”, Technical
report CCA 01-79, Jan 1979

Let the query R2(a,y?)we have to evaluatehm r2n(a)
It 1sobviously possibleto expressr2n m function of r2,4 and
baserelahons as follows

[CHAN 821
CHANDRA K A, HAREL D
“Horn
clauses and the flxnomt auerv hierarchy”, Proc
ACM Symp on pMClph
of d&b&es, 1982

d,(a) = b2(a) + b4(bl(a)) + b2’(b3(bl(a))) +
blWW(bl(W

+ bl(b3’(r2n_4(b3(bl(a)))))

[CHAN 811
CHANG C “On evaluation of queries
contammg derived relation in a relational
database”,m [GALL 8 11

Indeed, this 1s a linear senes that one may solve as shown
above
7

GALLAIRE H , MINKER J , NICOLAS
[GALL 811
JM
“Advances m database theory”, Book, Vol 1,
Plenum Press, 1981

CONCLUSION
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“Logic and databases
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approach”, ACM Computmg Surveys, Vol 16, N’ 2,
June 1984

[GAlj-g41

In this paper,we have presenteda framework for compllmg a
large class of recurstve queues mto SQL optmuzed programs
or extendedrelational operations The concernedclassmcludes
all the Imear,non hnear, mutually recursive,non-stablerules as
defined by other authors
We churn that the approach1seasy to implement for at least
lmear systems The approachallows us to Isolate a relational
operator called external closure which computesall the lmear
acyclic rules
There 1smuch more work that can be done to genera& such
operatorsw1t.hcomplex condlhons on Jam operations (with <
or > comparators),anthmetuzcomputationsat eachstepor with
functions included aspredicateparametersWe behevethat the
efficient lmplementatlon of such operators 1s necessary to
processefficiently generaland applicablerecursivequenes
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